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SO GLAD YOU’VE DISCOVERED OUR
LIVING LAB PROJECT TOOLKIT!

Our Living Lab Network is a community of practice
involving local First Nations, UVic faculty and staff,
local school teachers and adminstrators, NGOs
and government. Guided by our localized support
of Indigenous resurgence and Reconcili-ACTION,
we organize and support land-based learning
opportunities.
This resource was created to provide support,
ideas and establish connections for the Living Lab
Project Network and its various partners, including
SD61 and the University of Victoria.

“The earth is what we all have in common” – Wendall Berry
"Reconciliation is about forging and maintaining respectful relationships. There are
no shortcuts." --Justice Murray Sinclair
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WHAT IS THE
PURPOSE
OF THIS TOOLKIT?

The Living Lab Project Toolkit
Objectives:

Healing the Land, Healing ourselves,
Healing our Communities

• Share our dreams and priorities for deepening our
network connections and impact

The Living Lab Project is a collaboration involving the
Songhees, Esquimalt and W̱ SÁNEĆ First Nations, UVic
faculty and staff, SD#61 IED, NGOs and government. We
organize fieldwork, labs, and lectures all designed to
provide knowledge, skills, tools and curriculum for
biodiversity appraisals, water quality monitoring, and
eco-cultural restoration within Coast Salish territory.

• Recent project spotlight to showcase the need and
potential for developing a teachers and facilitators
learning and connection hub for sharing resources, and
conversations about what is and isn't working
• Sample land-based activities to engage educators,
children and youth in learning grounded in principles of
braiding Western science and Traditional Ecological
Knowledge that is holistic, experiential, and relational by
focusing on connectedness, healing, reciprocal
relationships, and a sense of place
• Local resources for anyone seeking to engage K-12
learners with meaningful, real-life issues and solutions to
environmental and social problems that are relevant to
Coast Salish lands.
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By framing ourselves as a healing-centric community of
practice, we acknowledge the historical damage and
degradation to relationships between people and land
as a result of colonial dominance. Striving to learn with
the land in good ways, we prioritize local restoration
work and relationships with Indigenous and nonindigenous youth.
See figure 1 for a graphic of our healing-centric
framework that supports diversity, resilience and
sustainability in education.

This toolkit was created as a resource for local nonIndigenous K-12 teachers, administrators and learning
facilitators who wish to develop their skills and practices
with land-based learning. Within this toolkit you will find:
Living Lab Project at a Glance This toolkit will provide a
'snapshot' of our values, visions and priorties as a local
network based in the traditional and unceded terrtories of
the lək̓ ʷəŋən and SENĆOŦEN speaking peoples.

Local Land-based Learning Resources Links to local landbased learning resources and sample activities for anyone
wishing to deepen their relationship with the land through
meaningful educational opportunities. Our target
audiences include, non-indigenous, school teachers,
administrators and community-based learning facilitators
Project Highlight Inviting Teachers on Campus to connect –
Tracey Murphy Shares a vignette of a recent UVIc oncampus gathering for in-service SD61 in-service teachers
who are already engaging in meaningful land-based
learning in lək̓ ʷəŋən and W̱ SÁNEĆ territories.
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SD61 Big canoe program

Figure 1. Healing-centric framework for land-based learning and community engagment
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SONGHEES ELDER BUTCH DICK’S
VISION FOR AN ENVIRONMENTAL
STEWARDSHIP INITIATIVE IN SCHOOLS
ON LƏK̓ ʷƏŊƏN TERRITORY

Butch has been a long-time collaborator with the
Living Lab as a Knowledge Keeper and Elder from
the Songhees Nation. In figure 2, below, you will
find Butch’s vision for an environmental stewardship
initiative that he has shared with us. As you can see,
it is very much in alignment with FNESC’s Science
First Peoples’ guides and the work we are bringing
together in this toolkit.
It has been Butch’s ongoing hope to see that
schools would “replace existing cultural curriculum
and environmental programs with resources that
are closest to the teachings of the lək̓ ʷəŋən
Ancestors. This could encompass, language
teachings as well as wildlife identification and
hunting, fishing, harvesting, seasons…Ocean, Beach,
and Forest”

“In his visioning, Butch, emphasizes a focus on the
“development of an environmental stewardship/
management/care strategy that incorporates
ecology with a foundation of traditional teachings,
values and language.”
This vision is not held by Butch, alone, and we share
it here as an exemplar of the possibilities imagined
by many community members belonging to the
Songhees, Esquimalt and W̱ SÁNEĆ Nations.
The activities and resources that we have chosen
to include in the upcoming sections are linked with
our commitment to support this shared vision and
increase access to land-based educational
opportunities for as many learners in the Greater
Victoria Area as possible.
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FUN FACT: This summer, Butch’s visioning
came to fruition with the commencement of
the Youth Eco-Stewards program. These two
week sessions supported 14 youth stewards
ages 15-30 to come together and learn about
one another, eco-cultural restoration,
sustainability and Indigenous resurgence!
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Figure 2
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BRAIDING
LOCAL
KNOWLEDGES
WITH CRD
MONITORING
GOALS AND
THE BC
CURRICULUM

A primary aim of the Living Lab project is to bridge
connections between the local First Nations, school
district teachers and administrators and the University of
Victoria to support Indigenous resurgence and ecocultural restoration.
Ecocultural restoration describes the process of working
together “to restore dynamic ecosystems and human
cultures together as interconnected processes”, thus,
relationships and collaborative action across multiple
sectors and systems are warranted.
To further support the significance of the work we are
amplifying through our engagements, the British
Columbia Teaching Council’s (BCTC) new teaching
standard # 9, responds to the Calls to Action by calling
upon educators to contribute to “reconciliation and
healing” by way of fostering a deeper understanding of
Indigenous ways of being, knowing and histories, and to
“integrate this knowledge into learning environments.”
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Local Restoration Spotlight: Water as
Learning
One way that the Living Lab Project is committed to local
restoration work is through the bridging of CRD water
monitoring goals with local TEK and the BC Curriculum
by making accessible, land-based learning opportunities
that address real community issues in concrete and
measurable ways.
Access to on-campus labs and equipment is an
additional component that is possible through our
collaboration, providing opportunities for both
Indigenous and non-Indigenous youth to see themselves
in university settings with confirmation that school
projects can be impactful and meaningful beyond
curricular assignments and assessment.
This is the essence of ‘braiding’ described by Lorna
Williams and Gloria Snively in their seminal work:
Knowing Home Books I and II. By weaving the
worldviews, and wisdom practices of the Local Nations
with the technology and evidence-based perspectives
of Western science, we can partner with youth to tackle
many complex environmental problems of the 21st
century.

Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Water
Protection (TEK)

CRD Water Monitoring

Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) , is the most widely used
term to describe the expansive local knowledge about the natural
world found in the traditional environments of Indigenous People
around the world.

The Capital Region District has indicated, in their most
recently published strategic plan, a commitment to develop a
higher level of public understanding of the drinking water
supply system and value of water through education and
engagement. For this reason, opportunities are possible to
The First Nations of North America have a special relationship with form relationships between schools, students, Nations and the
water that extends to time immemorial. Water is a life sustaining CRD to establish “mutually beneficial collaborative
sacred gift and many First Nations communities seek to gain partnerships”.
recognition of their authorities over water and are in need of
resources and support to strengthen their own capacity to protect Taking an Integrated Watershed Management Approach
(IWM) to watershed stewardship, the IWM Program works
the health of the water provided by Mother Earth .
with communities, First Nations and organizations at all levels,
In the local context, the Coast Salish Peoples have expressed to protect and clean water to improve resiliency and
great desire in ascertaining resources and capacity for adaptability of watersheds to a changing climate. Currently
stewarding both fresh water and marine environments in order to the IWM program coordinates the following three initiatives:
restore their cultural practices and heal the land from
Bowker Creek Initiative (BCI)
environmental degradation.
Esquimalt Lagoon Stewardship Initative (ELSI)
Gorge Waterway Initiative (GWI)
In their 2017-2027 Strategic plan the Songhees Nation expresses
their intent to act as stewards of the land as they work to “develop
environmental management strategies for indigenous ecosystems The Living Lab has eagerly partnered with the CRD in both
including watersheds and the Salish Sea to ensure water quality the Bowker Creek and Gorge Waterway initiatives.
and food sustainability” . Similarly, expressions of intent to manage
the environment are articulated by the W̱ SÁNEĆ Leadership
Council .
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[1] FNESC Secondary Science First Peoples Teacher Resource Guide (2019), p.13, http://www.fnesc.ca/wp/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/PUBLICATION-SCIENCE-FIRST-PEOPLES-Secondary-TRG-2019.pdf
[2] Assembly of First Nations, https://www.afn.ca/honoring-water/
[3] Songhees Nation Strategic Plan 2017-2027, https://www.songheesnation.ca/downloads/strategic-plan-2017-2027-pdf.pdf
[4] W̱ SÁNEĆ Leadership Council, https://wsanec.com/about-us/
[5] Regional Water Supply Strategic Plan 2017, https://www.crd.bc.ca/docs/default-source/crd-document-library/plans-reports/drinking-water/iws2017stratplan.pdf?sfvrsn=417009ca_4

KNOTTING THE BRAID: LAND-BASED LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR
WATER MONITORING, RESTORATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL
STEWARDSHIP
The First Nations Education Steering Committee
(FNESC) has recently released two Science First
Peoples Teacher Resource Guides. Within these
comprehensive books, that are available in both print
and online, they have provided learning resources and
activities created to assist teachers in the braiding of
science and TEK in ways that are in alignment with the
First Peoples’ Principles of Learning and the BC
Sciences Curriculum for grades 5-12. It is our desire to
extend upon this incredibly valuable work by beginning
to build a toolkit of resources that are tailored to the
unique needs and priorities of the local First Nations
and Coast Salish bioregion.

BC Sciences Curriculum for Grades 5-9

BC Sciences Curriculum for Grades 7-12

Since revisions were made to the BC Curriculum in
2016/17, weaving TEK, CRD water monitoring goals
and the Sciences curriculum for grades 5-9 is now
more possible than ever before.
Key Curricular Competencies across grades 5-9
include strengthening learners’ capacity in the
following ways:
• Identify First Peoples’ perspectives and knowledge as
sources of information
• Identify social, ethical and environmental implications
of the findings
• Identify questions to answer and problems to solve
through scientific inquiry
• Apply First Peoples’ Perspectives and knowledge

There are multiple entry points for weaving TEK,
CRD water monitoring goals and the BC
Secondary Science Curriculum in grades 10-12.
Key Curricular Competencies that are
strengthened across Science 10-12 courses through
this braiding include:
• Questioning and predicting
• Planning and Conducting
• Processing and analyzing data and Information
- experience and interpret the local environment
- apply First Peoples perspectives and knowledge,
and local knowledge as valuable sources
• Evaluating
• Applying and innovating
• Communicating

To accomplish this, we have included excerpts from the
FNESC guides and supplemented them when at all
possible with resources that will be locally meaningful Students who take Earth Sciences 11 are expected to know that water is a unique resource (fresh water, salt
for educators, children and youth who are working and water, resource concerns ie. Water contamination) and First Peoples worldviews on water resources and
processes.
playing on lək̓ ʷəŋən and W̱ SÁNEĆ territories.
Students who take Environmental Science 11 are expected to understand aquatic abiotic characteristics,
resource stewardship, resource practices and First Peoples ways of knowing and doing.
In the following section, you will find a small sample of Students who take Environmental Science 12 are expected to understand water quality parameters and
activities from these guides, as well as a curation of bioindicators, the availability and water use impacts, land management and personal choices pertaining to
other valuable learning resources that can support sustainable living.
land-based learning and environmental stewardship Students who take Geology 12 are expected to understand First Peoples knowledge of landforms over time, as
beyond the walls of the classroom.
well as groundwater and aquifers.
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2. Monitoring the Oceans[7]

Water Walk. Take students outside to observe local
water systems. There are a number of possible walks you
could take.

Question for Inquiry: How do First Nations and scientists
work together to monitor local marine ecosystems?

• If possible, take your students to visit the Gorge
Waterway. Driven by inquiry, set a purpose that is
relevant to the Gorge Waterway and its significance to
the local ecosystem and local First Nations Communities.
• Neighbourhood water walk. Take your students around
the neighbourhood to find evidence of water systems in
the built environment. Ask students to observe both
natural water features (surface water, streams, puddles,
ditches) and structures such as fire hydrants, storm drains,
swimming pools etc.
• How water friendly is our neighbourhood? In nature
water soaks into the soil at a gradual rate. In many
urban environments the ground is impermeable,
increasing the amount of runoff. On your walk ask
students to assess what happens to surface water in your
neighbourhood. Is water allowed to percolate naturally
into the soil, or is it the runoff directed to built
infrastructure?

• Investigate if there is a local First Peoples monitoring and
protection program near you. In some places, First Nations
work together with other stakeholder groups to help
monitor and manage local resources. – Some First Nations
communities have biologists working with the community on
monitoring and research programs. – Some communities
operate salmon fish hatcheries under the Salmon
Enhancement program.
• Invite a member of one of these programs to speak to the
class, or if possible take a field trip to watch them in action.
• Students can develop questions about the ways they use
traditional knowledge in their jobs, what types of activities
they do, and what training they have taken.
• It may be possible for your students to be involved in a
monitoring activity working with a local scientific team.
Examples of these opportunities can be found in Section 2.
of this toolkit (The Gorge Waterway Initiative and the
Bowker Creek Initiative).
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[6] Adapted from Activity 3.2 in Science First Peoples’ Secondary Science
Guide
[7] Adapted from Activity 4.2 in Science First Peoples’ Secondary Science
Guide
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Local Water Systems[6]

LEARNING RESOURCES TO SUPPORT LAND-BASED LEARNING AND
PROMOTE ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP IN LƏK̓ ʷƏŊƏN AND W̱ SÁNEĆ
TERRITORIES
lək̓ ʷəŋən Territory Video – This short documentary was created by Indigenous Filmmaker Eli Hirtle and directed by the local community
in Lkwungen Territory. It is offered to the general public as a resource to help others learn about the Lkwungen people and their
territory.
First People of the Gorge Waterway - This info sheet has been created as a brief overview of the Songhees and Esquimalt First Nations
and their relationship with the land.
The Living Lab Coast Salish Marine Species Guide - This guide provides photos and names for several local marine species in English, Lkwungen,
SENĆOŦEN and Latin.

Indigenous Worldviews and Perspectives in the Classroom – This document provides an overview of how to integrate and embrace
Aboriginal worldviews and perspectives in BC classrooms.
Wings Over the Gorge – This factsheet provides information regarding the birds who find their habitat in the Gorge Waterway and
Portage Inlet regions.
Water Quality and Watersheds – This info sheet provides an overview for learners interested in understanding the impacts that folks
who live in a particular watershed region have on the waterway itself.
Fish of the Waterway – This guide offers a brief overview of the fish who inhabit the Gorge Waterway and Portage Inlet regions.
First Peoples’ Maps of BC – This is a fun and interactive way to map/identify Indigenous Communities in British Columbia.
Native Land World Map – This is another interactive map the illustrates the Indigenous communities around the world.
13 Moons of the W̱ SÁNEĆ – This guide provides teaching and instructions and activity ideas for educators who wish to engage in a
thematic approach using the W̱ SÁNEĆ calendar.
Pepaken Hautw Teacher Resources – Pepaken Hautw is a native plant nursery, food garden, and educational resource located in
W̱ JOLEȽP territory near the base of ȽÁU,WELṈEW̱ (Mt Newton). Follow this link to find an excellent selection of lesson plans pertaining
to food sustainability and land restoration.
T’souke First Nation Water Blessing Ceremony
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT:
GATHERING ON CAMPUS WITH
IN-SERVICE TEACHERS FROM
SD61- LƏK̓ ʷƏŊƏN AND W̱ SÁNEĆ
TERRITORIES
Collaborative relationships, along with the policies
This highlight was contributed
by Tracey Murphy, Schools
Hub Coordinator, for the
Living Lab Project.

that support ongoing land/water based learning
create meaningful opportunities for Indigenous
resurgence and ways of learning in education.
These recommendations came out of our interviews
this past spring with teachers who are leading landbased learning in Lək̓ wəŋən and W̱ SÁNEĆ
territories. On Thursday, October 7, the group spent
a day at UVic and met with like-minded faculty and
community. Our goal for the event, based on the
requests of teachers, was to provide opportunities
for conversations, questions, and networking without
a highly structured environment.
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Bowker Creek Headwater

Finding a way to do this was simple; invite our group to
spend the morning out on land. To start our day off in a
good way, we began at the First Peoples House with a
territorial acknowledgement followed by a circle of
introductions. We walked to key sites of restoration
around the campus. Bowker Creek Headwater was our
first stop, where Living Lab partners John Harris
described the importance of the site for Indigenous
communities, while John Taylor and Nancy Shackelford
talked about the potential to create a holistic model of
restoration.
To see a site in the process of restoration, we walked
over to the newly planted camas garden. John Harris
described how Indigenous youth began the project this
past summer, and Reynold’s secondary students
continued cultivating the garden in September. The
garden is not just ecological restoration but reflects
Indigenous cultural revitalization and belonging on
campus. We continued our walk with impromptu talks by
faculty, to learn more about the complex work to
balance ecosystems on campus, and the potential for
these sites to be educational.

Camas garden

In the afternoon, we offered three questions that affirmed the
knowledges and experiences of every educator in the room:

●How can we support each other in attaining your goals and
aspirations?
●How can Promo Science and Living Lab best support you with
resources?
● How can we collectively create sustainable
connections/networking across schools/district and university
campus?

Teachers, faculty and UVic community affirmed that knowledge
mobilization of environmental studies and restoration must include
conversations between school districts and the university.
Next steps for this NSERC Promo-project include finding structures
that will support collaborative relationships and resource sharing, as
well as identifying pathways for faculty to support teachers and
programs in schools.
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Afternoon collaborations

ADDITIONAL LIVING LAB
RESOURCES
Resources created in partnership with the Living Lab Project
The Lab Lab Project in collaboration with our network partners,
have created a number of resources to assist educators and
administrators in creating meaningful and engaging landbased learning opportunities for local youth in Coast Salish
territories.

The Living Lab Resource inventory- 2022
The Living Lab Plant and Marine Guides- 2021
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LOOKING AHEAD: LIVING LAB
PRIORITIES AND POSSIBILITIES

As we eagerly look ahead for what's to come in
2022 and beyond, we will continue to prioritize our
partnership with SD#61 IED, local land restoration
work and land-based learning opportunities for
Indigenous and non-Indigenous youth, grounded in
Indigenous resurgence and reconcili-action.
Building on the findings of the project highlighted
above, we heard from teachers that there is a keen
desire to have a communication platform to bring
teachers and schools together across district(s). We
have begun to think about what a 'schools hub'
hybrid space might look like. A space that bridges
the time in between face-to-face gatherings with
online community calls, resource sharing and
workshops.

The Living Lab project is also in the planning stages
of a collaboration with W̱ SÁNEĆ school board, to
create a locally contextualized culture awareness
learning opportunity for anyone who is involved with
the Living Lab Network. Stay tuned for more on this!
Finally, The Living Lab Project is in the seeding phase
of growth, and we want to hear from you, the local
communities, teachers, school administrators, faculty
members, and NGOs about what's been working,
what's needed and if you have a desire to join our
network and collaborate in some way. Get in touch!

livinglabproject@gmail.com
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